
Cloud Catalyst for Microsoft  
Azure Workshop 
Successful Cloud Adoption requires organizations to recognize and react to 
numerous challenges. At best, these obstacles slow the pace of adoption. At worst, 
they can completely derail and disrupt normal business continuity. Once in the 
Cloud, a lack of proper planning and governance means problems scale faster than 
capabilities. EPAM Cloud Advisory helps organizations overcome these challenges 
and guides successful Cloud adoption with two distinct approaches:

— identify success criteria and quantify results to ensure all activities are 
focused on value creation

that will be impacted by cloud adoption and initiate early activities to 
mitigate disruption

The Cloud Catalyst for Azure is an interactive, intensive, and tailored workshop 
designed to help organizations understand the overwhelming number of 
options, decisions, and common pitfalls of Cloud Adoption. Combining business 
requirements and drivers, as well as IT pain points, the workshop creates a tactical 
strategy for successful adoption. 

1:  VALUE CENTRED DISCUSSIONS 

2:  IDENTIFY AREAS BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF IT

WHAT IS THE CLOUD CATALYST FOR AZURE  
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Common challenges introduced as a result 
of adopting Cloud, or from trying to make 
true on the value proposition of Cloud are: 

EXECUTIVE-LEVEL  
STRATEGIC ADVISORY

ACCELERATE  
DECISION-MAKING

IDENTIFY RISKS  
AND PITFALLS

ACTIONABLE  
RECOMMENDATIONS



What Does The Epam Cloud Catalyst 
For Azure Help Uncover 

THE CLOUD CATALYST FOR AZURE - ENGAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT

Alisa Chernysh
Director of Alliances, EMEA 
Alisa_Chernysh@epam.com 

Lee Carlson
Director of Alliances, NORAM
Lee_carlson@epam.com
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INTERVIEW

ESTIMATED COST: $20,000.00

ESTIMATE COST SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED  
ON CLIENT SCOPE AND NEEDS

WORKSHOP COST TO BE APPLIED AS CREDIT PENDING  
FUTURE PROJECT, SOME CONDITIONS MAY APPLY 

WORKSHOP EXECUTIVE  
SUMMARY

NEXT STEPS DELIVERABLES

CURRENT STATE FUTURE STATE IMPLEMENTATION COSTS AND RISKS

The Catalyst consists of several activities

Before the workshop we 
have a 90-minute call to 
get a snapshot of current 
state and objectives.  
This helps us ensure a 
tailored engagement 
to each customer and 
prevent misalignment.

A two-day interactive 
exercise where 
business objectives 
are uncovered and 
challenged, cloud 
capabilities are aligned 
to said objectives  
and a high-level plan  
is outlined.

A slide deck replaying 
all key insights, 
recommendations and 
a roadmap towards 
a cloud strategy is 
produced. The deck 
is suitable for wider 
distribution within  
your organization.

Parallel to the 
executive summary 
deck a separate 
piece of material 
is produced 
highlighting how  
EPAM envision  
further engagements  
would look. 

• Meeting Notes  
from Interview

• Workshop

• Condensed  
workshop notes

• Executive 
Summary 
presentation

• Strategy paper 
(optional)


